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PART I — INTRODUCTION
1. O R IG IN  AN D CHARTERS

The Red Cross in Great Britain began its activities on the outbreak 
of the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. In that year the National Society 
for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War was founded upon the Rules 
laid down by the Geneva Conference, 1863. Queen Victoria was the 
Patron and Princess Christian and Florence Nightingale were members 
of the first Committee.

During that war doctors were sent to care for the wounded in both 
Prussian and French armies and stores, food and clothing were dispatched.

After 1870 the Society provided help in a number of campaigns, 
including the South African War of 1899-1902.

In 1905 the Society was reconstructed on its present basis and one 
comprehensive organisation known as the British Red Cross Society 
established for the whole Empire.

In 1908 the Society was granted a Royal Charter o f Incorporation 
by King Edward VII stating that the primary object of the Society was 
to furnish aid to the sick and wounded in time of war. In 1919 a 
Supplementary Charter was granted under which the objects and 
purposes of the Society were widened to include the improvement of 
health, the prevention of disease and the mitigation o f suffering 
throughout the world.

2. O RG AN ISATIO N

The Society is governed by a Council which appoints an Executive 
Committee in accordance with the Rules made by the Council with the 
approval of H.M. Privy Council. These Rules may be altered, added to, 
or repealed and new Rules made, with the approval of the Privy Council. 
The existing Rules were made and approved in 1947.

The Council of the Society is authorised to form both Local Branches 
and Central Council Branches. The majority o f the Branches belong 
to the former category and rules for their management have been laid 
down by the Executive Committee. Central Council Branches enjoy a 
far greater degree of autonomy limited only by certain of the Rules of 
the Society and enjoy the right, among others, o f forming Local Branches 
within their areas. The largest and most senior Central Council Branch 
is the Scottish one; there is also one for Northern Ireland, another for 
the Isle of Man and eight more overseas. Each Local Branch is managed 
by a Committee which is responsible to the Executive Committee of the 
Society. Each Central Council Branch has its own written Constitution.

3. THE PLACE OF TH E  RED CROSS IN 
GREAT BRITAIN

It is impossible to assess the value of the wwk of a National Red 
Cross Society without having a clear conception of the role which that 
Society plays in the life of the country. In Great Britain this is 
particularly important since there is a common misconception that 
because so many health and welfare services are now the responsibility
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of public authorities the work of the Red Cross is no longer required. 
This is far from the truth. While public authorities have extended 
their activities and have absorbed many institutions, such as hospitals, 
which were formerly run on a voluntary basis, these changes have had 
surprisingly little effect on the work of the Society whose primary aim is 
to supplement official services, to fill the gaps which exist in any statutory 
schemes and to do those jobs which are most effectively undertaken 
through voluntary effort.

4. TH E PLACE OF TH E  SOCIETY IN 
TH E  IN TE R N A TIO N A L RED CROSS

The Society has always endeavoured to play its full part in the 
International Red Cross. It supports both the work and the finances of 
the International Committee and the League o f Red Cross Societies.

Great Britain was a founder member of the League and the Society’s 
delegates as members of the Executive Committee have attended its 
meetings regularly. They also attended the 21st session of the Board 
of Governors at Monte Carlo in 1950. The Society is at present 
represented on the Junior Advisory Committee, the Health Advisory 
Committee, the Nursing Advisory Committee and the Standing Finance 
Committee of the League.

5. RELATIO N S W IT H  TH E  ORDER OF ST. JOHN
There is, o f course, only one National Red Cross Society in Great 

Britain but many people find it difficult to understand its relationship to 
the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, which includes the St. John 
Ambulance Association and Brigade. The Order of St. John is a 
recognised Voluntary Aid Society under the Geneva Convention and 
during the World Wars o f 1914—18 and 1939-45 it co-operated closely 
with the British Red Cross Society so that work on behalf of the armed 
forces and other allied activities might be carried on without duplication 
of effort. Arising out of this war-time collaboration certain activities 
continue to be carried on by the Society in co-operation with the Order, 
namely, the Emergency Help and After Care welfare for ex-service 
pensioners, the Hospital Libraries, the Service Hospital Welfare Scheme, 
the recruitment of V.A.D.s (Nurses’ aides) for the Naval Nursing 
Service and part o f the ambulance service.

6. FINANCE

The Society is supported by donations from the public and receives 
no subsidies for its general work from Central or Local Government 
Authorities. The Society may, however, receive Government grants 
for certain of its activities (e.g ., those for which public authorities are 
liable but which can be most efficiently carried out by voluntary bodies), 
on an agency basis. In other cases the Red Cross has initiated projects 
which have subsequently been taken over by a public authority.

It must be stressed that the Society remains completely independent 
and relies for its financial support on funds subscribed by the public, so 
that it is free from Government control.
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The Branches at Home are mainly financially self-supporting; they 
raise funds for their own purposes by public appeals and collections, and 
from the proceeds o f entertainments. Branches Overseas are rapidly 
attaining the same position with assistance from Headquarters.

Since the last war the Branches have not contributed to National 
Headquarters, which has been able to carry on its work by drawing on 
-its reserves.

The Society is not liable to income tax. On the other hand private 
individuals and firms who subscribe get no tax relief on their 
subscriptions. Legacies to the Society are paid out of estates which 
have already borne Death Duties and it receives no allowances in this 
respect.

PART II — MEMBERSHIP AND TRAINING
1. MEMBERSHIP

The Membership of the British Red Cross Society is 263,381. This 
may be considered small in proportion to the total population, but all 
full members o f the Society receive a standardized training, their 
qualifications are regularly renewed and they undertake an annual 
minimum of Red Cross duties. The many thousand subscribers to the 
Society are not included in the membership figures.

Those who wish to be associated with the Red Cross but cannot 
undertake the obligations of full Membership are enrolled as Associate 
Members and can do those duties for which special training is not 
required.

2. T R A IN IN G

During recent years an increasing emphasis has been placed on 
training, including the demonstration of different techniques in First Aid 
and studying the latest developments in welfare services.

Branches organise training days and weekends throughout the 
summer.

T o  supplement these Branch training events Headquarters, with a 
gift from the South African Red Cross Society, has bought a Mobile 
Training Unit which consists o f a van, equipped with a model exhibition 
which serves both to recruit new members and illustrate the many aspects 
of Red Cross work undertaken by the Society in Great Britain and 
Overseas.

A supply of films is kept at Headquarters and loaned to Branches. 
Models and a great variety of visual aids are used to make teaching more 
interesting and lively.

3. TH E  N A TIO N A L T R A IN IN G  CENTRE
The focal point of the Society’s training is Barnett Hill, a country 

house 35 miles from London, presented to the Society by the former 
owner and furnished and equipped as a National Training Centre. 
Each year well over a thousand students from all the Branches at Home
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and many from Overseas attend courses at this centre which cover all 
aspects of Red Cross work. Conferences are also held, where points of 
importance can be discussed and common policies worked out. It was 
at Barnett Hill that the Junior Red Cross International Study Centre for 
1951 was held.

4. ED U CATIO N

The Society prepares the necessary text books and manuals on all 
the subjects which it teaches. Some of these are sold to the public, and 
several have been translated into foreign languages for the use of other 
National Societies (for example the Junior First Aid Manual into 
Afrikaans and the Infant and Child Welfare Manual into Greek).

PART III — THE NATIONAL RESERVES
Between 1939 and 1945 a large organisation and a big membership 

had been built up to meet the requirements of the war period. By 1947 
the Society was reorganising its resources on a peace-time basis in a 
world still suffering from the aftermath of war. Now, once more the 
Red Cross is being called on to provide auxiliary services to the State 
for use in case of emergency.

1. RESERVES FOR TH E  ARM ED FORCES
The role of the British Red Cross in the case of the Army and the 

Air Force is limited to encouraging its Members to join the auxiliary 
nursing services and reserves.

In the case of the Navy, however, the Society recruits the auxiliaries 
and provides a service which supplements the trained staff of the Naval 
Nursing Service. These auxiliaries, known as V.A.D.s, serve in Naval 
Establishments all over the world as well as in Hospital Ships. There 
is, in addition, a V.A.D. Reserve of Red Cross Members who undertake 
to serve in case of war and who undergo regular training every year.

2. RESERVES FOR C IVIL DEFENCE

The principal role of the Society in the field of Civil Defence is to 
supply trained auxiliaries to help the medical and nursing staffs of the 
hospitals to undertake the very heavy duties that would devolve on them 
under conditions of modern warfare.

The Government has entrusted to the Red Cross and the Order of 
St. John the task of enrolling auxiliary members for the National Hospital 
Service Reserve. These auxiliary reservists are obliged to train in 
First Aid and Nursing and to do a fixed amount of work in Hospital 
each year. The Society recruits for this Reserve from both its own 
Members and the general public.

The National Hospital Service Reserve is the principal but not the 
only task of the Society in the field of Civil Defence. The Civil Defence 
Corps comprises a number of sections and there are many jobs connected



with the manning of First Aid posts, the rescue of casualties, the welfare 
of the homeless and the tracing o f missing persons where thé services 
of Red Cross Members will be needed.

Apart from the Society’s own role in Civil Defence it has been asked 
by the Government to train members of the public who join the Civil 
Defence Corps and require First Aid training.

PART IV — WORK FOR THE SERVICEMAN
1. SERVICES H O SPITA L W ELFARE

The Service Hospital Welfare Department directs the activities of 
over 130 Welfare Officers serving in hospitals in Great Britain, Germany, 
Austria, Trieste, the Middle East and in all areas where British service
men are stationed. The Welfare Officer takes a prominent part in 
rehabilitating the patient and includes in her duties sending letters and 
telegrams to relatives, providing books, games and comforts for the 
patients, arranging entertainments and outings, teaching handicrafts and 
carrying out a variety o f tasks which aid a speedy recovery.

Welfare Officers play an important part in implementing the 
“ Dilfor”  Scheme. This scheme for taking relatives to visit dangerously 
ill service men is organised and financed by the Government but Red 
Cross Welfare Officers assist by arranging travel formalities for the 
relatives, by meeting them on arrival, arranging for their accommodation 
and looking after their wants during their stay.

2. EM ERGENCY HELP A N D  A FTER CARE
When a sick or wounded serviceman is discharged as a permanently 

disabled pensioner, the Emergency Help and After Care Department 
takes over from the Service Hospital Welfare Officer. The ex-servicemen 
are visited and their needs noted. Some are confined to bed, others need 
a wheel-chair, they are helped with parcels of books and invalid foods 
and taught handicrafts. Others can get employment if they have some 
suitable means of transport, and they are helped by grants or loans to 
buy motor-propelled vehicles. Some cases are helped financially to 
start a small business and so regain their independence. Many other 
forms of assistance are provided to meet individual and special needs. 
The cases helped by the Emergency Help and After Care scheme include 
men and women from the fighting forces and nursing services of the 
1914-18 and 1939-45 wars, as well as those discharged as a result of 
more recent fighting.

3. H O SPITA L LIBRARIES
The work of the Hospital Library Department began as a service for 

sick and wounded servicemen, but its scope has increased and many 
civilian hospitals are now provided with books.

For service and ex-service patients this is a free service but civilian 
hospitals contribute a small payment for each occupied bed, which helps 
to meet the increasing costs o f books and binding materials. Both at 
Headquarters in London and in Depots all over the country stocks of
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books are kept for issue to hospitals and sanatoria and books are re-bound 
by trained volunteers. Every effort is made to satisfy individual requests 
for books. The Department organises courses of instruction to improve 
the standard of librarianship, bookbinding and book repairing. There 
has been a particularly interesting development lately in meeting the 
needs o f those patients who cannot read a book in the normal way. The 
automatic page-turner which can be attached to an ordinary book and 
the micro-film projector which throws a picture onto a small screen above 
the patient’s head have brought the pleasure of reading to those who 
could not otherwise enjoy it.

PART V — WORK FOR THE CIVILIAN
The last four years have seen a great expansion of activities classified 

under the heading of Civilian Welfare, while the older and more 
traditional work of First Aid and Nursing has continued undiminished.

1. F IR ST  AID

Every Member of the Society is trained in First Aid and many 
Detachments have skilled teams, able and willing to go on duty wherever 
crowds gather and accidents are likely to happen. This includes 
establishing First Aid posts on beaches and busy roads, at race meetings, 
exhibitions and shows, at air displays, in the hop-fields, theatres and 
cinemas, and on countless other occasions. It is impossible to do more 
than mention a few of the more outstanding duties performed by Red 
Cross Members during the past few years.

In 1948 the Olympic Games were held in England and Members 
assisted in the Sick Bays provided at all the players’ hostels as well as at 
the stadium itself. In 1951 Members manned First Aid posts at all 
sections of the Festival o f Britain Exhibitions and at the Pleasure Gardens 
in Battersea Park, London. In 1952 on the occasion of the funeral of 
King George VI posts were set up in Hyde Park and Members lined 
part of the route of the procession and dealt with casualties.

At the annual pilgrimages to the shrine at Walsingham in Norfolk 
many weary and footsore pilgrims are cared for by Members o f the 
Norfolk Branch. Another post run by this Branch serves the fishermen 
and girls of Great Yarmouth where a number of injuries occur during 
the fishing season. The Hampshire Branch man the First Aid tents at 
the Farnborough Air Display which is held every year. A  regular post 
at the exhibition hall at Olympia is one of the duties of the County of 
London Branch.

At the request of the Government First Aid classes have been 
arranged for Civil Servants and, as mentioned before, for Civil Defence 
volunteers.

2. N U RSIN G

The British Red Cross Society’s work in the sphere of nursing is 
mainly auxiliary; Members are taught by Trained Nurses to do all those 
tasks which can be done by a non-professional. Trained Nurses are 
employed by a special Department under the Society’s Matron-in-Chief,
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but the bulk of the nursing done by Members is in assisting trained 
nurses wherever such aid is required. For example they supplement the 
nursing staff in hospitals and they give regular help to the District Nurses, 
who are responsible for the nursing of home-bound patients. They also 
help in the dental, orthopaedic, pre- and post-natal clinics and 
immunisation centres.

3. BLOOD TRAN SFU SION

In Great Britain there is a National Blood Transfusion Service 
organised by the Ministry of Health, but the Red Cross plays a vital part 
by recruiting donors and helping at Donor Sessions. Arrangements 
vary in different parts o f the country; in some places the Society acts as 
an agent for the Ministry in administering the scheme.

In addition to the National Blood Transfusion Service there is a 
separate scheme for Greater London which is organised entirely by the 
Society and the Voluntary Blood Donors’ Association. This has been 
described as the most senior Transfusion Service in the world and its 
work has steadily increased during the past four years.

4. AM BU LAN CE SERVICE

Ambulance work has been an important activity of the Branches at 
Home. Some of these ambulances are run in co-operation with the 
Order of St. John. Since 1948 Local Authorities have been responsible 
for the ambulance services but in many cases they have asked the Red 
Cross to continue their work on an agency basis. In certain cases Red 
Cross ambulances are able to carry patients who do not qualify for a 
Local Authority ambulance.

Besides Ambulances the Red Cross, by arrangement with the 
Authorities, provides a hospital car service through which patients, who 
need transport but not necessarily an ambulance, are taken to and from 
their homes for treatment.

5. C IV ILIA N  W ELFARE

In the field of Civilian Welfare, where the Society’s work has 
developed considerably, care is taken to ensure that the Red Cross 
supplements but does not duplicate, the services undertaken by the State. 
In the scope of this report it is only possible to mention some of the work 
that is being done in “ filling the gaps” .

C are of the  O ld

The Red Cross helps the elderly by organising Old People’s Clubs, 
paying home visits, distributing invalid foods, helping the old people 
with their shopping, escorting them when travelling and in many other 
ways. Some Branches run a “ Meals-on-Wheels”  service which takes 
hot meals to old people in their homes, others organise foot clinics, some 
run Trolley Shops in institutions for the old, others arrange outings and 
holidays for the old people.



C are of the Y oung  C h ro n ic  S ick

Many Branches do what they can to make life easier for this tragic 
category of young people. Members visit them in institutions or in 
their homes, making every effort to help the relatives in giving the 
constant attention which these cases need.

C are of C h ildren

Branches undertake many duties for children such as assistance at 
clinics, visits to handicapped children in their homes to teach them 
handicrafts, “ sitting-in”  for parents and arranging hospitality for 
crippled children.

C are of the  D isabled

The Society has made a collection of simple aids for disabled people 
which enable them to be more independent. These aids have been 
exhibited in Great Britain and in Belgium and Sweden. They are 
constantly being improved and the range extended.

Clubs for the disabled are run by many Branches, where handicrafts 
are taught. In addition home visits are made and everything possible is 
done to mitigate the suffering caused by the many forms of disablement.

E scort D u ty

A  duty extensively performed by Members all over the country is 
escorting the disabled, the sick, the very old and the very young on 
journeys by rail, road, sea and air. At Southampton, Liverpool and 
many other ports Members are on duty to help such travellers in 
difficulties. Escort duties are not confined to this country and many 
Members regularly undertake journeys to the Continent.

T he P icture L ibrary

The Society has a circulating library of pictures which are supplied 
to hospitals and changed at regular intervals by visiting members. 
Patients have a wide choice of pictures and the scheme is acknowledged 
to be most beneficial in helping their recovery. Interest in pictures is 
often stimulated as a result o f this scheme and lectures on art are 
arranged for patients.

PART VI — INSTITUTIONS
Institutions administered by the Red Cross include a number of 

specialised establishments catering for different needs which are not met 
by the State. Those for ex-servicemen and women are run in 
co-operation with the Order of St. John.

In Oxfordshire there is a Convalescent Home for ex-service head 
injury cases, in London a home for ex-Officers suffering from 
Tuberculosis. In Cheshire and Hertfordshire there are Settlements for 
ex-service paraplegics and in Norfolk a Settlement for the severely 
disabled. Babies’ Convalescent Homes are run by the Berkshire and 
Hampshire Branches, and a school for crippled girls by the Cambridge
shire Branch. There are two sanatoria for ex-servicemen run by the 
Scottish Branch and a Junior Red Cross Convalescent Home for 
Children on the Kentish Coast.
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Besides these and other homes for the sick, the Society’s Branches 
are responsible for the management of a number of homes for old people 
who, though not actually ill, are in need of care and attention. This type 
of home is of particular importance in freeing hospital beds for acute 
cases. The homes are run in close co-operation with the local hospital 
geriatric units.

In all these institutions assistance is given by the local Branches 
whose Members and Juniors help with the care and welfare of the 
patients.

PART VII — THE OVERSEAS BRANCHES
1. O R G A N ISA TIO N

National Red Cross Societies are charged with the responsibility of 
developing their activities to cover the entire territory of their countries 
including colonies and dependencies. The British Red Cross Society 
has 38 Branches overseas, 16 of which have been established since 1948. 
It is the practice of Headquarters to send out experienced Field Officers 
to assist in the formation and development of these Branches.

2. A C TIV ITIE S
Broadly speaking the same basic services are developed in all the 

Branches overseas, but special activities are undertaken to meet the 
varying needs of different communities. It is impossible to give a 
detailed account of the general work carried out but the following may 
serve to illustrate the variety of the services given.

In Jamaica the Branch played a promine.nt part in the work of 
disaster relief after the Hurricane which struck the island in 1951. 
Similar work was undertaken in Antigua in 1950. In British Guiana 
the Branch has built and equipped a Convalescent Home for Children. 
The Gambia Branch has acquired a launch for conversion to a river 
ambulance. Over 60,000 patients were treated in the clinics run by the 
Gold Coast Branch in 1950. The Kenya Branch operates an Air 
Ambulance service which it is planned to extend to the whole of East 
Africa. In Tanganyika a Hospital in a Leprosarium is being built and 
equipped. Welfare work for Leprosy patients is extensively undertaken 
by nearly all the Branches.

The newly-formed Branch in Malaya has developed a valuable 
pioneer service in the Resettlement Camps where Red Cross teams man 
Mobile Dispensaries which visit the new villages treating minor ailments, 
giving First Aid instruction, teaching health and hygiene and undertaking 
a variety o f welfare services.

Tw o constitutional changes during the period under review have 
affected our Overseas Branches. In 1949 the Newfoundland Branch 
became a Division of the Canadian Red Cross Society, and in 1952 the 
International Committee recognised the Ceylon Branch as a National 
Red Cross Society.
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PART VIII — CIVILIAN RELIEF OVERSEAS
In common with other National Societies the British Red Cross 

Society is always prepared to give help when disaster overtakes the people 
o f another country. During the past four years countless gifts o f food, 
clothing, blankets and medical stores have been dispatched to many 
countries including the Middle East, Austria, Germany, Greece, Italy, 
Yugo-slavia, Turkey, Burma, Ecuador and others.

The Society endeavours whenever the occasion demands to send 
not only supplies but a commission of trained workers including qualified 
Nurses and Doctors to work in the disaster area. Some examples of 
such large-scale operations are given below. The great value of these 
services is that they are given quickly before Government or International 
agencies are ready to act.

In 1948 the Commission in Germany was still at work and one of 
their important tasks was to assist the German Red Cross. The 
Commission was responsible for the welfare of the Displaced Persons in 
camps in the British Zone. Welfare Officers distributed extra food and 
supplies including handicrafts materials. Similar work was done for 
German refugees. In addition to Camp Welfare, the Commission 
administered a number of institutions including a hospital for chronic 
sick, mostly T.B. cases, a T.B . Convalescent Home, and a pioneer centre 
for the rehabilitation of the limbless. The Commission in Germany 
withdrew in 1949 except for two teams who stayed on until 1950 in order 
to wind up or hand over some special projects.

At the beginning of 1948 a Commission was sent to Pakistan after 
the communal disturbances following the division of India and Pakistan. 
The Commission organised three hospitals besides a number o f clinics 
and dispensaries. Drugs were flown out including quantities of 
penicillin; ambulances were presented to the Indian Red Cross Society 
and assistance was given to the formation in Pakistan of a separate Red 
Cross organisation, which has since become a National Society. Many 
thousands of patients were treated, chiefly refugees from the fighting 
areas.

At the end of 1948 a Commission was sent to the Middle East to 
care for the many thousands o f refugees who had lost their homes as a 
result of the fighting in Palestine. In 1950 this work was taken over by 
an agency of the United Nations, but during the time the Commission 
was in Jordan it worked in Camps and operated in base hospitals as well 
as in both stationary and mobile clinics. Drugs and other medical 
supplies, food and clothing were provided and distributed. A  British 
Red Cross Liaison Officer is now attached to the Jordan Red Crescent 
Society, and clothing is still being sent from Great Britain.

A  later undertaking in Civilian Relief work overseas was to send a 
team o f three to assist the civilian population o f South Korea in 1951. 
The team spent a year in Korea and a great deal of useful work was done 
under very difficult conditions.

In April 1951 the British Red Cross Society answered an appeal 
made to National Red Cross Societies at an international meeting on 
refugees convened by the League o f Red Cross Societies in Hanover. 
Assistance has been given to the German Red Cross in the rebuilding
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and conversion of two o f their properties into an Old People’s Home and 
a Children’s Convalescent Home. In addition a Liaison Officer has been 
sent to Austria to work in conjunction with the Austrian Red Cross and 
to help to co-ordinate relief being given to refugees in Vienna and the 
British Zone of Austria.

PART IX — THE JUNIOR RED CROSS
The Junior Red Cross is an integral part o f the British Red Cross 

Society and has a membership of 114,542.

1. O R G A N ISA TIO N  AN D T R A IN IN G
Juniors are organised in school groups (Links) and open groups 

(Cadet Units). They work under the direction of their local Branches 
and undertake training in First Aid, Nursing and many other subjects, 
for which they obtain certificates. The work of Juniors at home and 
in the Overseas Branches is co-ordinated by a Junior Department 
at National Headquarters under the supervision o f a Director.

2. A C TIV ITIE S
Juniors carry out or assist with most of the activities o f the Society. 

In particular they help in the work which is done on behalf o f sick and 
disabled children, and they are encouraged to do jobs for old and infirm 
people. In schools and children’s clubs they man First Aid posts and 
they run summer camps for handicapped children, often providing the 
only holidays these children ever enjoy.

Albums are exchanged with Juniors in other countries and exchange 
visits have taken place. These international contacts are particularly 
valuable and have a great appeal to children. In 1951 an Appeal was 
launched in Great Britain for handicapped children in the colonies, 
particularly leprosy patients, and there was a very generous response 
from school children all over the country, who sent clothes, toys and 
money.

O f the Convalescent Homes mentioned in Part VI Juniors all over 
the country take a particular and practical interest in the Junior Red 
Cross Convalescent Home for Children.
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